
GCSE Economics

Unit 11: Personal Economics

 Candidate Exemplar Work and Commentaries
(Live answers taken from June 2010 entry)




The following students’ scripts exemplify work which achieved the minimum marks
necessary to achieve a Grade A or C in June 2010.
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GCSE Economics

Candidate Exemplar Work

Candidate 1 Commentary

June 2010 – Grade A

Question Comments Mark

1(a) Two features of a loan correctly identified. 2

1(b)(i) Stage of lifecycle correctly stated. 1

1(b)(ii)
Need stated and explanation is applied to Rachel’s current
lifecycle stage.

3

1(c)(i) Two correct factors clearly stated. 2

1(c)(ii)
Two correct advantages explained but the second one needed
more application to Rachel.

3

1(d)

Two correct factors explained, both at level 2. In both cases, the
candidate could have added to their explanation by giving more
application to Rachel. For example ‘Because Rachel is saving for
a deposit on a flat she might not want to take any risks and may
choose a low risk account’.

4

1(e)

The candidate clearly shows understanding of the different
options and can apply that understanding to Rachel’s situation.
There is a naïve calculation made in the penultimate paragraph
and the candidate does not demonstrate that they know how
student loans are repaid.

3

1(e) + E

Both options are analysed in detail and there is evidence that the
candidate has linked their answer to the relative difference in
interest rates and has also made the connection to Rachel’s
current salary level.

7

2(a) Two items stated. 2

2(b)

Two correct reasons provided but only the second one makes the
link to why Harry is paid less than Rachel. As with many
candidates, the first reason given is an explanation of why Harry’s
pay is low which was not what the question asked for.

4

2(c)
The candidate explains the different options in context although
they mistakenly think that Harry would travel daily to the job that is
200 miles away.

3
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2(c) + E

All three options are analysed in turn with a reason for and
against each option. There is then a brief recommendation with
some reasons given for the choice. A fuller conclusion could have
also considered why the other options were rejected.

6

3(a)
Although the first sentence needs reading a number of times to
see what the candidate is trying to say, the example is a good one
and confirms the award of 2 marks.

2

3(b)

Two short explanations are given. Fuller explanations would have
shown that the lower value of the pound was making the holiday
more expensive and so this led to holidaymakers looking for ways
of controlling the cost of their holidays.

3

3(c)
The candidate tries to explain the different effects but is not
always in the transport context.

3

3(c) + E

There are some supported judgements made but the candidate
does not provide sufficient discussion of the effects on planes
and/or trains. Nor do they comment on the degree of impact
people like Rachel can have on these businesses - as the
question asked.

5

Total 53
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GCSE Economics

Candidate Exemplar Work

Candidate 2 Commentary

June 2010 – Grade A

Question Comments Mark

1(a) Two features of a loan correctly identified. 2

1(b)(i) Stage of lifecycle correctly identified. 1

1(b)(ii)
‘Money’ was not rewarded as a need. However, this candidate
went on to show that the need was a house/flat and explained this
in the context of Rachel’s situation.

3

1(c)(i) Two correct factors stated. 2

1(c)(ii)

The two correct advantages given are not fully applied to Rachel.
For example, how will the reduced price be an advantage to her?
It could mean she goes to a place she wanted to visit for less
money, leaving her more money for spending whilst on holiday.
Alternatively, it could mean she can now afford to go to places
that she previously thought were too expensive.

2

1(d)

Two correct factors explained, the second one being fully
explained in Rachel’s context. The first factor given could have
been more fully developed to say which type of account Rachel
could have chosen.

5

1(e)
The option of repaying loans was explained but did not
acknowledge the different types of loan. The candidate did not
fully explain the alternatives to saving.

3

1(e) + E

This answer was well written with a reasoned conclusion but was
essentially one-sided and only considered repaying the loans. To
access the highest level the answer should have considered the
alternative of not repaying the loans quickly.

6

2(a) Two correct items stated. 2

2(b)
An excellent answer that gave two clear reasons why Harry was
paid less than Rachel. There were clear comparisons between
Harry and Rachel throughout the answer.

6
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2(c)

The candidate explained one of the options clearly but was not so
accurate with the others. The comment that he could earn more
from benefits than from working was simplistic and not balanced.

2

2(c) + E

The candidate indicated their recommendation in the first
paragraph and then went on to justify this. In doing so they did
not fully consider the advantages of the other options. This was
not essential but would have provided one route into the top mark
band. The analysis of the retraining option was not sufficiently
detailed enough to access the top mark band as it did not
acknowledge any possible drawbacks to this option.

5

3(a) The statement is correctly explained. 2

3(b)
Two possible effects are explained with the second one being a
weaker explanation and not providing sufficient extra to take the
answer into level 3.

4

3(c)
Some effects explained although not always in the context of the
question.

3

3(c) + E

A confusing answer that showed little evidence of planning.
Some effects on businesses supplying transport were justified but
others were simple, eg ‘would therefore eventually close down’.
There was also no awareness of the degree of impact people like
Rachel could have on businesses that supply transport.

5

Total 53
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GCSE Economics

Candidate Exemplar Work

Candidate 3 Commentary

June 2010 – Grade C

Question Comments Mark

1(a) Two correct features of a loan are identified here. 2

1(b)(i) The correct stage of the personal life cycle is stated correctly and
concisely.

1

1(b)(ii) A relevant need is identified, though the explanation is rather
incomplete/simplistic therefore full marks were not reached.

2

1(c)(i) Two correct factors affecting Rachel’s choice of holiday are
identified.

2

1(c)(ii) Two correct advantages of competition are identified but they are
not applied in the context of Rachel. Therefore only half marks
were awarded.

2

1(d) Unfortunately, the answer begins with an irrelevant statement of
knowledge. 2 marks were awarded for identifying two relevant
factors but there were no appropriate explanations.

2

1(e) + E This answer represents a fairly limited explanation of the different
options which Rachel is faced with. The answer does include a
recommendation which is just sufficient for Level 2 evaluation. No
real problems with QWC.

2 + 4

2(a) Two correct deductions from pay are identified. 2

2(b) The question asks for two explanations but only one reason is
given, with limited explanation in the context of Rachel versus
Harry.

2

2(c) + E There is some explanation of all three options. The answer
provides advice with some analysis and some use of technical
terms, so evaluation was placed at the top of Level 2. QWC is
sound.

3 + 6
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3(a) Two clear pieces of explanation are given. 2

3(b) An effect of a weaker £ is explained in context, so Level 2 was
awarded. However this is not explained in terms of possible
actions/reactions of holidaymakers, so Level 3 could not be
reached.

4

3(c) + E The answer gives some possible effects on businesses and
makes some supported judgements, though it strays from the
question towards the end of the answer. QWC is generally sound.

3 + 5

Total 44
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Question Comments Mark

1(a) Three correct features are identified but constrained to 2 marks. 2

1(b)(i) Two possible lifecycle stages are correctly identified but, again, is
constrained to 1 mark.

1

1(b)(ii) The answer identifies a relevant need and explains this need
thoroughly in the context of Rachel. Full marks were awarded.

3

1(c)(i) Two irrelevant factors are identified here, so no marks awarded. 0

1(c)(ii) Two advantages are identified but only one of these factors is
explained in the context of Rachel.

3

1(d) More than two factors are identified in this answer. Of the best two
factors identified, one is explained very well in context for 3
marks, another factor is explained less well in context for 2 marks.

5

1(e) + E This answer represents a fairly limited explanation of the different
options available to Rachel. The answer is supported by a
recommendation with some analysis. Whilst QWC is fine, a lack of
technical language limits the answer to mid Level 2 of AO3.

2 + 5

2(a) Two correct items are identified. 2

2(b) Two possible reasons are explained in context but to a rather
limited extent. Therefore, full marks were not reached.

4

2(c) + E The answer explains all the options, but in a limited way. Advice is
offered to Harry, with some analysis of the advantages and
disadvantages. QWC is sound, so mid Level 2 of AO3 is awarded.

2 + 5

3(a) This answer represents a fairly simplistic, imprecise explanation. 1

GCSE Economics

Candidate Exemplar Work

Candidate 4 Commentary

June 2010 – Grade C
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3(b) This is not a very clear answer. 2 marks were awarded for the

opening sentence but the rest of the answer was not credit-
worthy.

2

3(c) + E A few effects explained, with some supported judgements. QWC
is sound, so mid Level 2 of AO3 reached.

2 + 5

Total 44

58




